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ABSTRACT: 
In this work a nonlinear correlation methodology to recognize objects is presented. Vectorial signatures are obtained 
through several mathematical transformations such as Scale and Fourier transform. Vectorial signatures in addition 
to being invariant to position, rotation and scale, they are tested in environments with inhomogeneous illumination. 
In this application, vectorial signatures are compared using nonlinear correlations. This new methodology recognizes 
objects with a confidence level above 95.4% and it has a low computational cost. 
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1. Introduction. 
Object recognition systems have emerged for identifying of distorted objects, e.g. the object can be rotated, 

scaled, immersed in a noise background and so on [1-4]. Furthermore, some works are focused on decrease of the 
computational cost. In this work, we use vectorial signatures as a tool of identification when the image has an 
inhomogeneous illumination. The system was tested with 10 different species of fossils diatoms but it can be used for 
the recognition of other objects.  
 
2.   Methodology.  

This digital system has a low computational cost to achieve a significant reduction of processed information 
by using vectorial signatures. The invariant vectorial signatures are obtained from the information from both the 
target image as well as problem image. In this way, each image has its rotational and scale vectorial signature 
obtained through several mathematical transformations such as scale and Fourier transform. In addition, this method 
uses the great capacities from the non-linear filters to discriminate between similar objects. Vectorial signatures are 
compared using non-linear correlation.  
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2. a. Nonlinear correlation by using vectorial signatures 
Figure 1 shows the algorithm used in this work. Step 1 and 2 follow the methodology described in Lerma-Aragón 
and Álvarez-Borrego[2]. This system is invariant to position, rotation and scale. The scale transform is given by [5] 
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where ln r  ( r is the radial coordinate). 

 
Figure 1. Output bidimensional correlation plane. 

A nonlinear correlation between the target and the problem image is used.  In general a nonlinear filter is defined by 
[6] 

                      
                                               

( , )( , )  k i u vF u v eN F ,   0<k<1,                                                 (2) 

where |F(u,v)| represents the modulus value of the Fourier transform of the image, k is the nonlinear strength factor 
that takes values between zero and one and ( , ) u v  is the phase of the Fourier transform. k=0.3 was used. 

2. b. Inhomogeneous illumination  
To evaluate the performance of the digital system, 10 different kind of fossil diatoms were used. Each one 

of the 10 different species of diatoms was exposed to 9 different ways of variations in the illumination 
(inhomogeneous). Figure 2 shows an example of the variations in the inhomogeneous illumination of the diatom 
called Actinocyclus ingens. In addition, each variation was rotated 180 deg in increments of 1deg and scaled from 
75% to 125% in increments of 1%. Each species of diatom has 2079 variations. An image bank of 20790 was 
obtained.  

 
Figure 2. Variations in the inhomogeneous illumination (9 different ways).  

 
3.    Results.  
To evaluate the performance of this digital system, 10 test images of different species of diatoms were used. The 
results in all the cases presented a confidence level of at least 95.4% (results are not shown).  
4. Conclusion.  

The results show that vectorial signatures can be recognized even if the image has different ways of 
variations in illumination. This methodology has a confidence level of at least 95.4% and it has a low computational 
cost. 
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